SINKS SEVEN FEET
Subsidence of Salt Lake Trestle

(Dedicated to the Coast Mail)

Chicago, Oct. 15—From the fatal track of the Oreg-Olin cut-off across Great Salt Lake, now building by the Southern Pacific, 27 feet fell overnight.

This work had been hailed as one of the greatest modern engineering feats and was to be accomplished in less months by the board of directors.

Coming on Arcata
(Dedicated to the Coast Mail)


CONVICTS HELD FOR MURDER
Special to the Mail.
Sacramento, Oct. 10—The examination of convicts Wood and Murphy, the Fifteen men, who have been under guard for a week, was concluded this morning. Both were held to answer on a charge of murder.

FAIRBANKS FOR VICE-PRESIDENT
Special to the Mail.
Indiapolis, Oct. 15—It is announced that at the convention of Harris and Rawlins, Senator Fairbanks has been invited to be a candidate for the nomination for vice-president on the Republican ticket.

At La Grande, apples are bringing good prices. Cuts in the market have been heavy. In the market of the world, it is said that there are only 100,000,000 barrels of apples left in the market. La Grande is in-to have a fine apple factory. Increase in Mexican population summertime in nearly 300,000.

The La Grande fair was not a failure but a success.

MURDERER TILLMAN ACQUITTED
No Crime to Kill an Editor
(Special to the Coast Mail)

Los Angeles, Oct. 15—The trial of the tillman acquited. The jury awarded in the amount of $250,000, this being the amount of the verdict in the case of the State of California v. the defendant.

DOWIE HOST MOVES
Zionists Advance on New York
Thirty-one Hundred in Number
Special to the Mail.
Missouri City, Ill., Oct. 14—Although the advance train of the host of pilgrims, under Wood and Murphy, are giving every indication that they will not return to the States today, the event was described as the most important event of the year.

SENIOR KEARS' VICTORY
Salt Lake Election so Considered
Special to the Mail.
Salt Lake City, Oct. 16—After the most exciting political battle ever fought in Salt Lake, Frank Knox, the Republican, was nominated for the Senate under the political conventions of this year.

Fraud Order ISSUED Against Some Ballet Schemes

Washington, Oct. 15—The Post Office department today issued a warrant against the many dance halls and the sale of post office ballets, to prevent the sale of the property of the Ballet Co. by the Russell Co.

The sale of the licenses was denounced as a scheme to defraud the United States government.

MORMON GENTLE FIGHT
Salt Lake Politics are Hot
(Special to the Coast Mail)

Salt Lake, Utah, Oct. 15—The Republican municipal election today promises to be a hot one in the history of Salt Lake. It has practically come to the attention of a Mormon saving light. Sensational allegations are current, of the Kearns machine buying votes to secure control of the city.

AUTUMN MILITARY MANEUVERS
Engage Regular Army in Kansas
(Fort Riley, Kan., Oct. 15—The Army maneuvers today conclude the general training of the army reserve forces to be a success of the greatest military maneuvers ever attempted in the United States.

The plans of the maneuvers have been kept secret until last. As the result of the maneuvers has been the appointment of a new general staff. The regular Army has been kept aware of the success of the maneuvers as they have been conducted.

FRISTO'S DAILY MURDER
Los Angeles Girl the Victim
(Special to the Coast Mail)

San Francisco, Oct. 15—A young woman in Los Angeles was shot and killed by a young man, at the corner of Beach and Laguna streets. The girl was walking her dog, Mrs. Mary Robb. After killing the girl, the man walked a hundred feet and put a bullet through his head. The man's name was Paul Scott and he was from Los Angeles.

The girl's parents were here to get away from him. She was supposed to be killed by the girl's husband, as he disappeared at several places where he was last seen. This was the last word of the girl's husband. She was very quiet and evidently well to do. A passenger check bearing the name of A. Snyder was found in her pocket. The divorce case, in which the man was about to be married, he is to be married with the characteristics of a Mormon, and was five feet six inches tall and slender.

GENTLE PEACE BROODS
Over Eastern Situation
(Special to the Mail)
Paris, Oct. 14—The diplomatic corps has a hopeful view of the result of the meeting of the great powers in Paris. The time has come to give the friendship of the world and to follow it up by a successful conclusion of the war.

FIRE AT GRAYS HARBOR
Aberdeen is Nearly Wiped Out
Loss Exceeds Seven Millions

Special to the Mail.
Ocean, Oct. 15—The fire at the Aberdeen lumbering company, on Grays Harbor, was stopped by firemen before the dawn of today. The loss in the fire has been estimated at $1,000,000, and includes the lumber, machinery and buildings.

The Aberdeen lumbering company has 100,000 feet of lumber on its premises and it is feared that the fire will spread to other lumber and the harbor is destroyed.

HEARST HASN'T BOUGHT
Los Angeles Trade Hangs Fire
Special to the Mail.
Los Angeles, Oct. 19—Vegetables are still on the market. The demand for vegetables is considerably less than usual.

It is understood that he and Huntington reined to take part in the Portland field for the purpose of ascertaining whether the money now being run can be run at a cost of opposition to the Oregonians.

GROSHEIM'S PATENT WRITING HENS
The most important improvement of the age is the art of writing that has been practised with a successful experiment of the past year. The writing hen is ready for the market and is now being sold for $5. It is said that the hen has been trained to write in English letters and is able to write letters in English.
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